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ABSTRACT
Massively multicore processors, like, for example, Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs), provide, at a comparable price, a
one order of magnitude higher peak performance than
traditional CPUs. This drop in the cost of computation, as any
order-of-magnitude drop in the cost per unit of performance
for a class of system components, triggers the opportunity to
redesign systems and to explore new ways to engineer them to
recalibrate the cost-to-performance relation.
In this context, we focus on data storage: We explore the
feasibility of harnessing the GPUs’ computational power to
improve the performance, reliability, or security of distributed
storage systems. In this context we present the design of a
storage system prototype that uses GPU offloading to
accelerate a number of computationally intensive primitives
based on hashing.
We evaluate the performance of this prototype under two
configurations: as a content addressable storage system that
facilitates online similarity detection between successive
versions of the same file and as a traditional system that uses
hashing to preserve data integrity. Further, we evaluate the
impact of offloading to the GPU on competing applications’
performance. Our results show that this technique can bring
tangible performance gains without negatively impacting the
performance of concurrently running applications.
Further, this work sheds light on the use of heterogeneous
multicore processors for enhancing low-level system
primitives, and introduces techniques to efficiently leverage
the processing power of GPUs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.3 [Operating Systems]: File Systems Management Distributed file systems. D.4.8 [Operating Systems]:
Performance - Measurements, Modeling and Prediction. I.3.1
[Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture – Graphics
processors, Parallel Processing.

General Terms
Performance, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords
Storage system design, massively-parallel processors,
graphics processing units (GPUs), content addressable
storage.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of massively multicore processors has led to
a rapid increase in the amount of computational power
available on a single die. There are two potential approaches

to make the best use of this computational capacity and
greater hardware support for concurrency: one is to design
applications that are inherently parallel, while the other is to
enhance the functionality of applications via ancillary tasks
that improve an application’s behavior along dimensions such
as reliability and security.
While it is possible to increase the degree of parallelism
of existing applications, a significant investment is needed to
refactor them. Moreover, not all applications offer sufficient
scope for parallelism. Therefore, we look into the second
approach and investigate techniques to enhance applications
along non-functional dimensions. Specifically, we start from
the observation that a number of techniques that enhance the
reliability, scalability and/or performance of distributed
storage systems (e.g., erasure coding, content addressability
[1, 2], online data similarity detection [3], integrity checks,
digital signatures) generate computational overheads that
often hinder their use on today’s commodity hardware. We
consider the use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) to
accelerate these tasks, in effect using a heterogeneous
massively multicore system that integrates different execution
models (MIMD and SIMD) and memory management
techniques (hardware vs. application-managed caches) as our
experimental platform.
We have previously demonstrated that GPUs can
accelerate the computation of hash-based primitives [4]. This
paper investigates the system-level challenges and quantifies
the benefits of integrating GPU-offloading in a complete
storage system. To this end, we have prototyped (Section 3) a
distributed storage system which integrates our HashGPU
library with the MosaStore content-addressable storage
system. Most of the integration challenges are addressed by
CrystalGPU a newly developed generic runtime layer that
optimizes task execution on the GPU. Our experimental
evaluation (Section 4) demonstrates that the proposed
architecture enables significant performance improvements
compared to a traditional architecture that does not offload
compute-intensive primitives.
The contribution of this work is fourfold:
 First, we demonstrate the viability of employing massively
multicore processors, GPUs in particular, to support
storage system services. To this end, we evaluate, in the
context of a content-addressable distributed storage
system, the throughput gains enabled by offloading hashbased primitives to GPUs. We provide a set of data-points
that inform the storage system designers’ decision whether
exploiting massively multi-core processors to accelerate
the storage system operations is a viable approach for
particular workloads and deployment environment
characteristics.

 Second, we empirically demonstrate, under the set of





workloads and configurations we consider, that exploiting
the GPU computational power enables close to optimal
system performance; that is, additional compute power
will only enable minimal performance gains.
Third, we shed light on the impact of GPU offloading on
competing applications running on the same node as the
distributed storage middleware. We focus on two issues in
particular: First, while employing a GPU holds the
potential to accelerate computationally intensive
operations, the need to transfer the data back and forth to
the device adds a significant load on a shared critical
system resource, the I/O subsystem. Our experiments
demonstrate that this added load does not introduce a new
bottleneck in the system. Second, we quantitatively
evaluate the performance impact on concurrently running
compute- and IO-intensive applications.
Finally, we introduce techniques to efficiently leverage the
processing power of GPUs. Recent support for generalpurpose programming (e.g., NVIDIA’s CUDA [5])
reduces the effort needed to develop applications that
benefit from the massive parallelism GPUs offer.
Significant challenges to efficiently use GPUs, however,
remain. To address these challenges, on the one side, we
have designed and integrated CrystalGPU, an independent
runtime layer that efficiently manages the interaction
between the hosted application and the GPU. CrystalGPU
transparently enables the reuse of GPU buffers to avoid
memory allocation overheads, overlaps the data transfer
with computation on the GPU, and enables the transparent
use of multiple GPU devices.

Context. Although this work focuses on hash-based
primitives, we argue that the proposed approach can be
extended to other routines that support today’s distributed
systems like erasure coding [6], compact dataset
representation using Bloom filters or Merkel trees, as well as
data
compression,
deduplication
[7],
and
encryption/decryption. To this end, parallel algorithms for
these primitives exist, and can benefit from GPU support
(e.g., parallel Reed-Solomon coding [8], parallel compression
algorithm, and parallel security checking [9]). Additionally,
the offloading approach can be used in an active-storage
design to support specialized storage systems that focus on,
for example, content-based image retrieval [10]. In this
context, data-parallel processing can be offloaded to the GPU
to enable significant performance improvements, provided
that the computation performed per byte of input data is
sufficiently high to amortize the additional GPU overheads.
It is worth noting that multiple computational cores have
been used to improve the performance of some security
checks such as on-access virus scanning, sensitive data
analysis, and taint propagation [9]. In fact, without parallel
execution, the overhead of executing some of these tasks is
prohibitive. The spirit of this work is similar: without support
for parallel execution, many storage system optimizations
cannot be deployed due to their associated overheads.
The decision to use GPUs is motivated by several factors.
Recent commodity GPUs like the NVIDIA’s 9800 GX2 (256
cores @ 1.5GHz) offer a ten-fold higher peak computational
rate than Intel processors in the same price range. This drop in
the cost of computation, as any order-of-magnitude drop in

the cost per unit of performance for a class of system
components, triggers the opportunity to redesign systems and
to explore new ways to engineer them to recalibrate the costto-performance relation. We believe that GPUs can be a costeffective enhancement to high-end server systems.
Further, using GPUs aligns with current technological
trends: First, while multi-core CPUs currently do not offer
this level of parallelism, they are expected to provide similar
parallelism over the next decade and will be able to use some
of the techniques prototyped in a GPU context. Second, future
massively multicore processors will likely extend the scope of
heterogeneity already present in existing processors (e.g.,
IBM’s Cell BE); they will likely integrate heterogeneous
cores, multiple execution models (e.g., SIMD/MIMD core
blocks), and non-uniform memory architectures [11, 12].
Section 5 further discusses this issue.
An alternative is the use of application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) as hardware accelerators. ASICs are an
acceptable solution if every storage system were to use
exactly the same schemes for verifying data integrity,
compression, etc., and if these schemes never change.
Improvements in algorithms and feature additions would
require new ASICs that would, in turn, make other ASICs
obsolete. The use of GPUs promotes flexibility and limits
hardware waste.
The relationship with our prior work: In the past we have
surveyed the use of hash functions in existing storage systems
and developed HashGPU [4], a library that accelerates these
hash computations using GPUs. This work extends the earlier
effort in many dimensions: First, we have continued to
improve HashGPU and we implemented a new set of
optimizations that harness the CUDA 2.0 runtime
environment. Second, and more importantly, this work
explores the end-to-end opportunities to harness massively
multicore platforms to support distributed storage systems by
integrating HashGPU with a storage system prototype. Our
current work is a full-system integration effort that goes
beyond other related work (discussed in Section 6) on hashing
and on using GPUs for general-purpose computation. Our
experiences in developing this system suggest lessons that are
likely to be important even under different circumstances or
technology trends (as discussed in Sections 5 and 7). We note
that, to make this paper self-contained, there is a minimal
amount of overlap with our previous publication.

2. BACKGROUND
A number of primitives commonly used in distributed storage
systems generate computational overheads that set them apart
as potential bottlenecks in today’s systems, which
increasingly employ multi-Gbps links and/or are built on top
of high throughput storage devices (e.g., SSDs [13]).
For instance, on-the-fly data compression offers the
possibility to significantly reduce storage footprint and
network effort at the expense of performing additional
computations. However, the compression throughput can be
prohibitively low (4MBps for bzip2 and 16MBps for gzip in
our experiments on a 2.4Ghz Intel Core2 quad core processor)
not only for high-performance computing scenarios but also
for desktop deployments. Similarly, while encryption enables
clients to securely store their data at an untrusted server, its
throughput (between 38MBps and 157MBps in our
experiments depending on the encryption algorithm used) can

be lower than the client’s network/disk throughput. Similarly,
erasure codes’ encoding throughput is limited by their
computational complexity (for example, RAID6 systems
using Reed Solomon codes achieve lower than 60MBps
coding throughput using all cores of an Intel Core2 Quad
processor [14]).
We aim to understand the viability of offloading these
data-processing intensive operations to a GPU to dramatically
reduce the load on the source CPU and enhance overall
system performance. In this context, we focus on the use of
hashing-based primitives in storage systems. This section
highlights their computational overheads (2.1), and presents a
brief overview of NVIDIA GPU’s architecture (2.2)

2.1 Use of Hashing in Storage Systems
Hash-based primitives are commonly used in storage systems
as building blocks that help provide content addressability,
data integrity checks, data similarity detection, and compact
set representation. In this context, there are two main uses of
hashing:
Direct Hashing. This technique computes the hash of an
entire data block. In systems that support content
addressability [1, 2, 7], data blocks are identified based on
their content: data-block identifiers are simply the hash value
of the data. This approach provides a number of attractive
features. First, it provides a flat namespace for data-block
identifiers and a naming system which simplifies the
separation between file- and data-block metadata. Second, it
enables probabilistic detection of similar data-blocks by
comparing their hash value [1, 3]. Finally, it provides implicit
integrity checks. The hash computation, however, imposes
overheads that may limit performance, especially in two
common scenarios. First, for workloads with frequent
updates, changing a few bytes in the data may require
rehashing multiple data blocks. Second, in systems that use
large blocks (e.g., GoogleFS [15] uses 64MB blocks), the
hashing computational overhead becomes a non-negligible
component (possibly the largest) of a data access operation.
Sliding Window Hashing. The techniques mentioned above
require dividing large files into multiple blocks. To this end,
two approaches are possible: fixed-size blocks, and detecting
block boundaries (i.e., the markers for blocks’ start and end)
based on content. This is done by hashing a large number of
overlapping data windows inside the data-block and declaring
a block boundary when the hash value matches a predefined
value. Low-Bandwidth File System (LBFS) [3] and
JumboStore [16] both adopt this latter technique, also dubbed
sliding window hashing.
When used for similarity detection, these two techniques
offer a tradeoff between computational overheads and the
similarity ratio detected: unlike fixed-size blocks, detecting
block boundaries based on content is stable to data
deletions/insertions, yet significantly more computationally
intensive, hence leading to lower throughput. In fact, the
limited throughput of sliding window hashing is the main
reason its proponents [3] recommend its use in storage
systems supported by low-bandwidth networks. On an Intel
Core2 Duo 6600 2.40GHz processor, and using data form a
checkpointing application, our sliding window hashing
implementation offered 7 to 51MBps throughput, and
similarity detection rates between 82% and 37% respectively,

Figure 1. GPU Architecture.
depending on the configuration. Throughput in this range is
clearly a bottleneck when using Gbps network links or fast
disks.

2.2 GPU-Related Background
This section presents a brief overview of GPU architecture,
programming model, and typical application structure. While
we focus on NVIDIA’s architecture and programming
environment (the Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA) [17]) similar issues emerge with other GPU vendors
or programming environments.
At a high-level view (Figure 1), NVIDIA’s GPUs are
composed of a number of SIMD multiprocessors. Each
multiprocessor incorporates a small but fast shared memory
(16KB in all GeForce 9x and 8x GPUs). All processors in the
multiprocessor have direct access to this memory.
Additionally, all multiprocessors have access to three other
device-level memory modules: the global, texture, and
constant memory modules, which are also accessible from the
host. The global memory supports read and write operations
and it is the largest (with size ranging from 256 to 1024MB).
The texture and constant memories are much smaller and
offer only read access to GPU threads. Apart from size, the
critical characteristic differentiating the various memory
modules is their access latency. While accessing the shared
memory takes up to four cycles, it takes 400 to 600 cycles to
access global memory. Consequently, to achieve maximum
performance, applications should maximize the use of shared
memory and processor registers.
The CUDA programming model extends the C language
Table 1: The processing stages of a GPU task
Stage
Operations performed
(1)
Device initialization; memory allocation on the
Preprocessing
host
and
device;
task-specific
data
preprocessing on the host
(2)
Data transfer from host’s memory to device
Data Transfer global memory.
In
(3)
Looping through: (3.1) Data transfer from
Processing
global GPU memory to shared memories
[optional]; (3.2) Task’s ‘kernel’ processing;
and (3.3) Result transfer back to global
memory.
(4) Data
Output transfer from device global memory to
Transfer Out
the host memory.
(5)
Task-specific post processing on the host;
Post-processing resource release [optional].

with directives that expose the GPU’s execution model and
memory layout. Additionally the development environment
provides a runtime library to manage task execution, multiGPU devices, timers, memory, and per-multiprocessor thread
synchronization.
A GPU task is composed of five stages: preprocessing;
host-to-device data transfer; kernel processing; device-to-host
results transfer and post-processing. As Table 1 indicates, for
a data-parallel application, the processing step is usually
repeated until all input data is processed.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
This section first discusses the design challenges of a GPU
accelerated storage system, and then details our storage
system design.

3.1 Design and Integration Challenges
Efficient offloading to the GPU implies extracting the target
application’s parallelism, and, equally importantly, employing
efficient memory, data transfer, and thread management
techniques. Improper task decomposition, memory allocation
and management, or data transfer scheduling can lead to
dramatic performance degradation [18]. Apart form the above
performance related issues there are two additional areas of
concern: minimizing integration effort and preserving the
separation of concerns between application-related issues,
accelerator logic, and resource allocation issues related to the
GPU. Overall, six areas of concern exist:
 Minimizing the integration effort. The volume of coding
required to enable GPU-offloading should not dwarf the
potential performance gains. Ideally, the primitives
offloaded are stateless and offloading is simplified
preserving the API and the semantic of the original
implementation. Even in this case, however, there are two
factors for additional complexity, as we shall argue: first,
memory allocation which must be done at the device level,
and, second, the asynchronous nature of task execution
management on the GPU as well as other
device-management operations. Our design hides these
complexities under simple, intuitive interfaces.
 Separation of concerns. The integrated design should
preserve the separation between the logic of the accelerated
primitive(s) and the runtime management layer required for
efficient resource management at the device. The main
driver for this requirement is facilitating the addition of
new primitives that will benefit from offloading through the
same runtime layer. Our layered design (Figure 2) and the
generic task-management functionality offered by the
CrystalGPU layer, address this concern. This separation,
however, required changes in our HashGPU library.
 Hiding data transfer overheads. For streaming applications,
that is, for applications that send multiple GPU-tasks back
to back, overlapping the transfer of input data to the GPU
with the computation step of a previous task can hide the
data transfer overhead. We explore these optimizations
through the CrystalGPU layer (Section 3.3).
 One-copy host to device data transfers. Data transfers to
and from the device require DMA transfers from
(respectively to) non-pageable host memory. If an
application presents data residing in pageable memory for
transfer to the GPU then the CUDA runtime library first
allocates a new buffer in non-pageable memory, copies the

data to this new buffer, and finally launches the DMA
transfer. Thus, to avoid these additional overheads (datacopy and new buffer allocation), the application should
present data in buffers allocated in non-pageable memory.
 Hiding memory allocation overheads. Additionally, since
allocating memory in non-pageable memory is an
expensive operation, the application should reuse buffers to
the extent possible. To this end we have added a memory
management module to the CrystalGPU layer (Section 3.3).
This module offers a CristalGPU-speciffic implementation
of malloc and free function calls and manages nonpageable memory buffers used through the application run
(these buffer are allocated at the application initialization).
 Simplifying the use of multiple GPUs in multi-GPU
systems. CUDA provides only a low-level API for using
multiple GPUs by the same application. Managing and
balancing the load between multiple GPUs significantly
increases application complexity. To circumvent this
limitation, and benefit from multi-GPU systems,
CrystalGPU provides an API that enables transparent and
balanced use of multiple GPUs. (Section 3.3).
 Efficient use of shared memory, the fastest, yet the smallest,
GPU memory module. Three reasons make the efficient use
of the shared memory challenging. First, shared memory is
often small compared to the volume of data being
processed. Second, the shared memory is divided into
banks and all read and write operations that access the same
bank are serialized (i.e., generate bank conflicts), hence,
reducing concurrency. Consequently, to maximize
performance, the concurrent threads should access data on
different banks. The fact that a single bank does not
represent a contiguous memory space increases the
complexity of efficient memory utilization. Finally, while
increasing the number of threads per multiprocessor helps
hiding global memory access latency, this does not directly
lead to a linear performance gain. The reason is that
increasing the number of threads decreases the amount of
shared memory available per thread.
To efficiently use the shared memory without
increasing programming complexity, we have implemented
a shared memory management mechanism (Section 3.2.2).

3.2 A GPU-accelerated Storage System Prototype
The prototyped distributed storage system integrates three
main components: MosaStore storage system, HashGPU
library, and CrystalGPU (Figure 2). We integrated MosaStore
with HashGPU and CrystalGPU such that the compute
intensive hash-based processing required to support content
addressability is outsourced to a GPU. The rest of this section
details the design of each of these three components (Sections
3.2.1 to 3.2.3) and the role of each of them in the final system
prototype (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.1 MosaStore
MosaStore is a highly configurable storage system prototype
that can be configured to optimize its operations to exploit
specific workload characteristics [19]. More relevant to this
study, the current version of MosaStore can be configured to
work as a content addressable storage system.
MosaStore employs an object-based distributed storage
system architecture (similar to GoogleFS). Its three main
components are (Figure 2): a centralized metadata manager,

the storage nodes, and the client’s system access interface
(SAI) which uses the FUSE [20] kernel module to provide a
POSIX file system interface.

Figure 2. System architecture. At the client, we use the
FUSE Linux module to implement a user-level filesystem
(MosaStore SAI). Linux virtual file system (VFS) calls
FUSE, which in turn calls our user-level primitives that
implement MosaStore file system functionality. Note that
the GPU is needed only on the client machines.
Each file is divided into blocks that are stored on the
storage nodes. The metadata manager maintains a block-map
for each file which contains the file’s blocks information
including the hash value of every block. The SAI implements
the client-side content-based addressability mechanisms. The
current implementation (and, by consequence, our
experimental evaluation) uses fixed-size blocks. In Section 5
we discuss the impact of detecting blocks boundaries based
on content (as described in Section 2.1), which requires
support for blocks of variable size.
To write to MosaStore, the SAI first retrieves the file’s
previous-version block-map from the manager, divides the
new version of the file into blocks, computes the hash value
of every block, and searches the file’s previous-version blockmap for equivalent block hash values. The SAI stores only the
blocks with no match at the storage nodes, saving
considerable storage space and network effort. Once the write
operation is completed (as indicated by the release POSIX
call) the SAI commits the file’s block-map including the
blocks’ hash values to the metadata manager.

3.2.2 HashGPU
This section presets the high-level design of the HashGPU
direct hashing module. For an in-depth description of the
sliding-window hashing module we refer the reader to our
previous publication [4].
Most widely used hash functions follow the sequential
Merkle-Damgård construction approach [21, 22]. In this
approach, a large data block is split into fixed-size segments.
The first segment is processed to produce a fixed-size output
which is used as the input to the hashing function together
with the next segment. The process continues sequentially
until all segments are processed. This sequential construction
does not allow multiple threads to operate concurrently to
hash the data. To exploit GPUs’ parallelism, HashGPU
employs the parallel Merkle-Damgård construction: the
sequential hash function is used as a building block to process
multiple segments of data in parallel on the GPU. We note
that the resulting hash is as strong as the original, sequentially
built, hash, as demonstrated by Damgård [22].
Computing the hash is carried in five stages (as described
in section 2.2). Once the input data is transferred from the
CPU, it is divided into segments that are hashed in parallel.
Each segment is hashed using a standard sequential hashing

function (MD5 in all our experiments). The result is placed in
a single output buffer which is itself hashed to produce the
final hash value. Two aspects are worth mentioning. First, as
there are no dependencies between the intermediate hashing
computations, each computation can execute in a separate
GPU thread. Second, this design uses the CPU to compute the
final hash of the intermediary hashes. The reason is that
synchronizing all running GPU threads is not possible [17].
Optimized Memory Management. Although the design of the
hashing module is relatively simple, optimizing for
performance is a challenging task. For example, one aspect
that induces additional complexity is maximizing the number
of threads to extract the highest parallelism (around 100K
threads are created for large blocks) while avoiding bank
conflicts and maximizing the use of each processors’
registers. To address this issue, we have implemented a
shared-memory management sub-system that:
 First, to reduce memory access latency, the memory
management sub-system allocates to each thread a fixedsize workspace located in the shared memory.
Additionally, to avoid bank conflicts, the workspaces of
threads that are co-scheduled are allocated on separate
shared memory banks. When a thread starts, it copies its
data from the global memory to its shared memory
workspace, hence avoiding subsequent accesses to the
slower global memory.
 Second, to reduce the complexity of the programming task
(as the workspace allocation technique just described
makes programming more complex; since a shared
memory bank is not mapped to a contiguous memory
address space) the memory management sub-system
abstracts the shared memory to allow the thread to access
its workspace as a contiguous address space.
In effect, the shared memory management sub-system reduces
memory access latency by avoiding bank conflicts while
reducing the programming effort by providing a contiguous
memory address abstraction.

3.2.3 CrystalGPU
Although HashGPU optimizes the execution of hashing a
single block, there is still room for improvement. Let us
consider a workload that is a stream of hashing computations.
In this case, three opportunities for performance improvement
exist: input/output buffer reuse to amortize buffer allocation
overhead, ability to harness multiple GPUs on multi-GPU
systems, and exploiting the CUDA2 [17] capabilities to
overlap the data transfer of one block with the computation of
a previous block .
To exploit these opportunities, we developed
CrystalGPU, a standalone abstraction layer that exploits these
three opportunities. CrystalGPU runs entirely on the host
machine as a management layer between the application and
the GPU runtime system. CrystalGPU manages the execution
of GPU operations (e.g., transferring data from/to the GPU
and starting computations on the GPU) and includes a
memory management layer that enables the reuse of nonpageable memory.
At a high level, the metaphor CrystalGPU offers is that of
a task-management environment for GPU tasks. Our design
aims for (i) generality, to facilitate the support of a wide range
of GPGPU applications, (ii) flexibility, to enable deployment
on various GPU models while hiding the heterogeneity in task

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section starts by highlighting the benefits brought by
CrystalGPU (Section 4.1). While we include information to
present the speedup offered by HashGPU when used
independently we refer the reader to our previous publication
for a complete evaluation of the HashGPU library [4]. Next,
the evaluation focuses on the integrated system and analyzes
the performance improvements GPU support brings to the
whole storage system (Section 4.2). Finally the evaluation
focuses on the impact of offloading to the GPU on
concurrently running applications (Section 4.3).

4.1 Evaluating the Performance Gains
Enabled by CrystalGPU
To motivate the performance gains enabled by the
CrystalGPU layer this section starts by analyzing the
overheads of the various processing steps within the
HashGPU library. We then evaluate the performance gains
enabled by each of the optimizations enabled by CrystalGPU:
buffer reuse, overlap of data transfers and computations, and
transparent utilization of multiple GPUs.
Analyzing the Overheads. Figure 3 presents the proportion of
the total execution time that corresponds to each stage
(outlined in Section 2.2) for the direct hashing module on the
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Our prototype (Figure 2) integrates the three aforementioned
components into a storage system able to exploit the GPU
computational power to support content addressability. The
integration entailed two main changes:
 We modified the HashGPU library to manage GPU
operations using CrystalGPU. To this end, we applied two
changes: allocated the data buffers through CrystalGPU,
and retrofitted the hash computation into a CrystalGPU
‘task’ (CrystalGPU’s abstraction for a unit of GPU
computation and the associated data transfers). The
resulting library is able to harness optimizations available
for a single hash operation as well as across a stream of
hash operations.
 Further, we modified MosaStore’s SAI to use the
HashGPU library to offload the hash computations to the
GPU. This modification required two main changes: First,
all hash function calls needed to be changed to the new
HashGPU-provided hash function. Second, to facilitate
optimized data transfers and buffer reuse during GPU
calls, memory buffers needed to be allocated using the
HashGPU library call instead of standard memory
allocation functions (e.g, malloc). The resulting storage
system is able to offload the hash computation to the GPU.
These changes required changing only 22 lines of the
original MosaStore implementation (over 18K lines of
code). We estimate that integrating GPU offloading with
other storage systems that make use of hashing is equally
straightforward.
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3.2.4 Integration and System Prototype

GeForce 8800 GTX card. These results show the major
impact of memory allocation and copy-in stages on the total
execution time, 70-90% of the total execution time.
Two opportunities exist to reduce the overhead of these
two stages: first, the overhead of memory allocation stage can
be avoided by reusing memory buffers. Second, copy-in
overheads can be hidden, by overlapping data transfers and
computation. Given the generic nature of these optimizations,
CrystalGPU offers them in an application agnostic layer. The
rest of this section presents an evaluation of the benefits of
integrating HashGPU on top of CrystalGPU.
Fraction of the Total Execution Time

management across models, and (iii) efficiency, to maximize
the utilization of GPU resources (processing units and I/O
channels). We achieve these goals via an interface that is
agnostic to the upper level application, and an internal design
that avoids extra data copies and shared data-structure
bottlenecks. Due to space limitations we do not present the
detailed CrystalGPU design and API.

Figure 3: Percentage of total HashGPU execution time
spent on each stage.
Evaluating the Performance Gains Enabled by CrystalGPU.
The evaluation uses a NVIDIA GeForce 9800GX2 GPU. The
card is a dual GPU that is equivalent to two GeForce 8800
GTS GPUs. The host is an Intel quad-core 2.66 GHz machine
with PCI Express 2.0 x16 bus. Note that the two internal
GPUs share the same PCI bus.
Figure 4 shows the speedup obtained when using
HashGPU on top of CrystalGPU for the direct hashing
module to hash a stream of 8 data blocks (our evaluation
shows that a batch of at least 3 blocks is needed to maximize
the performance gains). The figure uses the performance on a
single CPU core as the baseline.
The experiment shows the effect of block size on the
achieved speedup. For smaller block sizes, and irrespective of
which optimization is enabled, the memory allocation and
data transfer overheads overshadow the performance
improvement in the computation (i.e, calculating the hash);
conversely, for larger block sizes, the aforementioned
overheads are amortized over the longer computation time,
hence achieving better speedups compared to the CPU.
This experiment demonstrates that using all CrystalGPU
optimizations enables up to 18x performance gains (for large
data blocks), compared to up to 5x performance gains
provided by HashGPU alone. Further, while the original
HashGPU performance lags behind the CPU performance for
data blocks smaller than 1MB, CrystalGPU starts to achieve
speedup for blocks as small as 64KB.
Despite all the optimizations, offloaded hashing
performance lags behind the CPU for blocks smaller than
64KBs. This is mainly due to the lack of enough data-level
parallelism to exploit all the computational capability of the
GPU for small blocks.
The figure demonstrates that the buffer reuse optimization
is able to amortize the memory management costs; enabling,
as a result, up to 9x speedup for large data blocks. The
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files back-to-back. Note the logarithmic y-axis.
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Figure 4. Achieved speedup for direct-hashing for a
stream of 8 jobs. Values below 1 indicate slowdown. The
baseline is the performance on a single core on Intel Core2
Duo 6600 2.40GHz.
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overlap feature enables an additional speedup increase that
corresponds to the portion of time spent on data transfer
operations (to up to 14x). Using both GPUs available on the
card increases the speedup further (to up to 18x). Two
contention points prevent dual GPU cards to achieve linear
speedup in our case: First, the ratio of time spent on data
transfers increases as the data size grows, thus placing more
contention on the shared PCI buss. Second, direct hashing
post-processing stage is performed sequentially on the CPU.
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Figure 6: Average throughput while writing the same file
40 times back-to-back. We discuss the CA-Infinite
configuration in section 5. Note the logarithmic y-axis.
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This section evaluates the gains enabled by integrating the
HashGPU/CrystalGPU module with MosaStore. We
evaluated the integrated system on a 22 nodes cluster of
2.33GHz Intel Xeon Quad-core CPU, 4GB memory nodes
connected at 1Gbps. The storage system client machine has an
Intel quad-core 2.66 GHz processor, PCI Express 2.0 x16 bus,
and NVIDIA GeForce 9800GX2 GPU. We present here
averages and 95% confidence interval over 20 runs. At the
time of writing this paper the retail price of the CPU is about
$350 while that of the GPU is about $550.
The storage system prototype is configured to employ
fixed-size blocks (1MB, the default block size in MosaStore)
and hash-based content addressability. The client SAI is
configured to stripe the write operations to four storage nodes
in parallel.
To explore the gains enabled by GPU offloading we
compare the performance of the following three
configurations of the storage system:
 non-CA, in which the content addressability module is
disabled and all data is written directly to the storage nodes
(i.e., without any hashing and similarity detection
overheads).
 CA-CPU, in which all processing related to content
addressability is done by the CPU (i.e., hashing of data
blocks and hash comparisons). Compared to the previous
configuration, this configuration exposes the performance
impact of hashing data to support content addressability.
 CA-GPU, which uses the integrated HashGPU/CrystalPU
stack to offload the computation of hashes to the GPU.
Compared to the previous configuration, this configuration
exposes the gains brought by offloading computationally
intensive operations to a GPU.
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Figure 7: Average throughput while writing 100 BLAST
checkpoints back-to-back while varying the block size.
Note the logarithmic y-axis.
Note that the performance of the system when using content
addressability varies depending on the degree of data
similarity present in the workload. To evaluate the entire
performance spectrum we use the following three workloads:
 Different: The first workload consists of writing a set of
completely different files. This workload exposes all
overheads as all data need to be hashed and transferred
across the network to the storage nodes. Moreover, no
similarity can be detected between writes, which implies
no opportunity to reduce space or bandwidth usage.

Exploring this workload has a second advantage: the
performance comparison holds for systems that use
hashing for other goals than content addressability (e.g.,
for data integrity checks only).
 Similar: The second workload represents the other end of
the spectrum: it exposes an upper bound for the
performance gains that can be obtained using content
addressability and maximizes the hash-computation
overheads in relation with other storage overheads. When
the files are identical, data is transferred only once across
the network yet similarity detection overheads still exist.
 Checkpoint: Finally the third workload represents a real
application data. This third workload involves 100
successive checkpoint images, taken at 5 minute intervals
for the BLAST [23] application using BLCR [24]
checkpointing library (the average checkpoint size is
280MB).
The average similarity detected between
successive checkpoint images is 23% for 1MB blocks.

 Second, while for blocks smaller than 1MB, the rate of
detected similarity is relatively identical (at about 24%)
regardless of the block size, for 4MB blocks it drops to
19%. This is the reason for the decrease in apparent system
throughput for large 4MB blocks compared to 1MB
blocks. However, even for 4MB blocks, offloading to the
GPU enables 45% throughput improvement.
 Finally, and with the smallest impact, overheads decrease
with block-size. This is reflected in the throughput
increase correlated with the block size increase for the
non-CA system configuration.
In summary, for workloads that display data similarity that
can be detected using blocks larger than 256KB, exploiting
GPU’s computational power can bring tangible performance
benefits to content addressable storage systems. Further, in
systems that use hashing only for data integrity checks (as
indirectly revealed by our different workload), hashing can be
efficiently offloaded to the GPU.

Figure 5 presents the write throughput with the different
workload. The figure shows that under workloads with
completely non-similar data, the write throughput is roughly
the same for all configurations. The reason is that, in this case,
on our experimental platform, the throughput is limited by the
capabilities of the network cards; i.e. the bottleneck in this
scenario is the data transfer to the storage node and not the
hashing overheads.
Figure 6 presents the write throughput with the similar
workload. The figure shows that under workloads with
completely similar data, MosaStore with HashGPU
significantly outperforms the CPU version and achieves two
times higher throughput for files larger than 8MB. This is
because the similar workload is compute bound: only the first
file needs to be transferred over the network to the storage
nodes, while the computationally intensive hash computations
will detect that the other files are similar. Under this workload
HashGPU enables doubling the system throughput by
accelerating the hash computations.

4.3 The Impact on Competing Applications

Varying the block size. Figure 7 presents the write throughput
with the checkpoint workload for all system configurations
while varying the block size. When using the default block
size (the same as used in the previous experiments - 1MB),
offloading to the GPU enables about 76% write throughput
improvement compared to a content addressable system that
does not offload.
Three factors influence the system throughput and explain
the results of the experiments presented in Figure 7:
 First, the speedup offered by offloading to the GPU
increases with the block size (as evaluated in section 4.1
and section 4.2). This is the reason the system that
offloads to the GPU performs increasingly better for
128KB, 256KB, and 1MB blocks.
When compared to exploiting all four cores of the client
node, offloading to the GPU starts to offer sizeable
benefits only for blocks larger than 256KB. This is the
reason the system configuration that offloads to the GPU
(CA-GPU) performs better than the one that does not (CACPU) for block sizes larger than 256KB. (Note that since
MosaStore uses independent threads to manage the
connection to each storage node, all CPU cores are used
for hashing in the CA-CPU configuration).

While the previous section has demonstrated that offloading
computationally intensive primitives to the GPU can improve
the system’s throughput, the impact of this approach on the
overall client system performance still needs to be evaluated.
On the one hand, offloading frees CPU cycles on the client
system. On the other hand, offloading might add a significant
load on the client’s kernel and the I/O subsystems to handle
data transfers to and from the device. Consequently, this
technique may negatively impact applications that are running
concurrently, especially those with high I/O load.
This section evaluates the impact of the proposed
approach on concurrently running applications. We use two
workloads to reproduce the diversity of applications’ possible
resource usage pattern: a compute bound application (we use
a multi-threaded prime number search application), and an
I/O-bound application (we use the compilation of the Apache
web server v2.2.11 as a representative I/O-bound application,
which particularly stresses the disk I/O channel).
To measure the performance impact, we time the
application run while the system client is also serving an
intense write workload: writing 1GB files back to back. The
performance baseline for all results presented in the figures
below is the execution time of the application on an unloaded
system (i.e., neither the MosaStore SAI client nor other
applications are running on the system at the time). We
present averages over 20 runs.
The impact on a compute bound application. Figure 8,
Figure 9, and Figure 10 present the MosaStore achieved
throughput (left), and the compute bound application
execution time increase (i.e., application slowdown – the
lower, the better) (right) under the three workloads presented
in Section 4.2. These results confirm that:
 First, outsourcing to the GPU frees CPU cycles that can be
effectively used by a compute intensive competing
application. In all three experiments, with different
workloads, the competing application performs faster on a
client system that offloads to the GPU than on a client
system that computes hash functions on the CPU. The
difference can vary from as high as reducing the slowdown
by half (for the ‘different’ workload) to reducing the
slowdown by 10-20% (for the other two workloads).

 Second, outsourcing to the GPU enables better storage
system throughput (around 2.5x better under the ‘similar’
workload, and 2x better under the checkpoint workload)
even when a competing compute intensive application is
present on the client node.
 Third, the throughput of the GPU-enabled storage system
is only slightly affected by the competing application: less
than 18% throughput loss compared to the case when the
client system runs on a dedicated node.
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The Impact on an I/O bound application. Figure 11,
Figure 12, and Figure 13, present MosaStore’s achieved
throughput (left) and the disk IO-bound application slow
down (right), under the three workloads presented in Section
4.2.
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Figure 8: (Left) MosaStore average achieved throughput
under the different workload while running a competing
compute intensive application. (Right) Competing
application slowdown (the lower the better).
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There are three main takeaways from these experiments:
 First, offloading to the GPU does not introduce a
bottleneck for a competing I/O-intensive application. The
competing application slowdown is marginally (5-15%)
lower (thus better) than when hashing on CPU.
 Second, outsourcing to the GPU enables better storage
system throughput (around 2x better under the ‘similar’
and 1.7x better under the checkpoint workload) even when
a competing I/O intensive application is present on the
client node.
 Third, the throughput of the GPU-enabled storage system
is only slightly affected by the competing application: less
than 6% throughput loss compared to the case when the
client system runs on a dedicated node.

5. DISCUSSION
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Figure 9: (Left) MosaStore average achieved throughput
under the ‘similar’ workload while running a competing
compute intensive application. (Right) Competing
application slowdown (the lower, the better).
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processing overheads (we have verified this by running the
competing application while continuously generating TCP
traffic using iperf. In this case iperf caused 185% application
slowdown).
A second, surprising, observation is that under the
different workload, CA-GPU has lower impact on the
competing compute-bound application than the non-CA
system configuration (that does not consume CPU cycles for
hashing). While we do not have a precise understanding for
this performance disparity, our intuition is that it is related to
the blocking of the SAI threads (introduced by GPU calls)
that yield more frequently to the application.
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Figure 10: (Left) MosaStore average achieved throughput
under the ‘checkpoint’ workload while running a
competing compute intensive application. (Right)
Competing application slowdown (the lower, the better).
We note that the non-CA system imposes a significant burden
on the competing application (between 225% and 80%
slowdown depending on workload). This is due to high TCP

This section discusses a number of interrelated issues:
1. What would be the impact of employing content-based
block boundary detection (as opposed to fixed-size blocks as
used in our experiments)?
Our experiments present evidence that GPUs can be exploited
to improve storage system throughput by outsourcing hashbased mechanisms (e.g. similarity detection) based on fixedsize blocks. A different approach is to use content-based
boundary detection (which leads to variable size blocks) as in
Low Bandwidth File System [3] and JumboStore [16].
This approach can bring significant gains: for instance,
for the checkpoint images we used as one of our workloads,
content-based block boundary detection can enable detecting
up to 82% average similarity between successive images (as
opposed to an average of only 23% when using fixed-size
blocks) [25]. This improvement is due to this mechanism’s
resilience to data insertions and deletions. The tradeoff is
computational intensity: content-based block boundary
detection is significantly more computationally intensive.
Thus, the fact that offloading the hashing operations that
enable this technique, namely the sliding-window hashing,
offers higher speedups than direct hashing is not surprising.
Our evaluation (Figure 14) shows that HashGPU enables up
to 24x performance gain on the computation of block
boundaries. Further speedup gains can be achieved by
integrating with CrystalGPU.
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Figure 12: (Left) MosaStore's average achieved
throughput while running an I/O intensive application
with the similar workload. (Right) Competing application
slowdown (lower is better).
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Figure 11: (Left) MosaStore's average achieved
throughput while running an I/O intensive application
with the different workload. (Right) Competing
application slowdown (lower is better).
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Figure 13: (Left) MosaStore's average achieved
throughput while running an I/O intensive application
with the checkpoint workload. (Right) Competing
application slowdown (lower is better).
We are currently extending MosaStore to support variable
block sizes required for data similarity detection that uses
content-based block boundary detection. We plan to evaluate
the end-to-end benefits of this technique on complete
prototype under real application workloads for the full version
of this paper. Considering the workloads of storage systems
that adopt content-based block boundary detection (e.g., the
majority of the files handled with JumboStore [16] are larger
than 90MBs and, on average 44% similarity is detected), we
expect our approach to bring significant performance gains.
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Figure 14. HashGPU sliding-window hashing module
speedup for MD5 (the module is configured to hash every
20 bytes with offset of 4 bytes). The figure presents the
speedup on GeForce 8600 and 8800, and a multithreaded
CPU implementation harnessing all available cores on an
Intel Core2 Quad Q6700 2.66GHz. The baseline is the
performance on a single core. The value x=1 separates the
speedup (top) from the slowdown values (bottom). All
data points present the average speedup and 95%
confidence intervals.
2. What would the system performance be if we had infinite
compute power?
While our results (Figure 6) show that significant
performance gains can be achieved by offloading the hash
computation to the GPU, it is important to estimate the
practicality of further investing in hardware or software
optimizations to obtain higher throughput. To answer this
question, we experimented with a hypothetical storage system
configuration (CA_Infinite in (Figure 6)) that represents a
system with infinite compute power for computing hash
functions. This configuration uses an oracle that ‘computes’
the hash function instantly (thus emulating infinite compute
power to compute hashes). The results in Figure 6, (which
presents the throughput of the system when using the similar
workload) show that CA_GPU performance is close to
optimal (as represented by CA_Infinite plot line): the
throughput loss is lower than 20% for files smaller than
32MB, and lower than 10% for larger files. Thus, we can
argue that offloading to the GPU, which in this configuration
and workload combination enables up to 2x higher system
throughput, will offer most of the possible benefits that could
be obtained by accelerating the hash computation.
3. What if chip multiprocessors had many cores? Would a
GPU-driven solution be necessary?
Processor manufacturers expect to develop many-core
architectures over the next decade [11]. While we have
proposed HashGPU as a solution that addresses germane
problems for storage systems with current technology, the
high-level principles embodied in our work will extend to the
many-core arena as well. Some of the challenges that we
encountered in our development of HashGPU relate to the
efficient handling of memory transfers and shared memory.
Such concerns are likely to exist even with many cores on a
single chip; it is expected that many core architectures will
utilize heterogeneous cores and non-uniform memory
accesses (NUMA) and such architectures will continue to

require careful memory management to achieve significant
speedups.

6. RELATED WORK
Hashing. Hashing is commonly used by storage systems to
support: content addressability [1, 2], data integrity checking
[26, 27, 28], load balancing [29, 30], data similarity detection
[3, 16], deduplication backup operations [7], and version
control (e.g, rsync [31]). The use of hashing in these systems
differs along multiple axes. We enumerate only two: block
sizes - from fixed-sized blocks [1, 2] that use hashing similar
to our direct-hashing module, to detecting block boundaries
based on content [3, 7, 16] and use, what we call slidingwindow hashing in Section 2.1; and targeted deployment
environment - from personal use [2], peer to peer [27] to data
center [7]. Other uses of hashing include: detection of
copyright violations [32, 33], compact set representation [34],
and various security mechanisms [26].
GPU harnessing. Exploiting GPUs for general purpose
computing has recently gained popularity, particularly as a
mean to increase the performance of scientific applications.
We refer the reader to Owens et al. [35] for a comprehensive
survey.
More related to our infrastructural focus, Curry et al. [14]
explore the feasibility of using GPUs to enhance RAID
system reliability. Their preliminary results show that GPUs
can be used to accelerate Reed Solomon codes [36], used in
RAID6 systems. Along the same lines Falcao et al. [37] show
that GPUs can be used to accelerate Low Density Parity
Checks (LDPC) error correcting codes.
Harrison and Waldron [38], study the feasibility of GPUs
as a cryptographic accelerator. To this end they implement the
AES encryption algorithm using CUDA and report 4x
speedup. Finally, Moss et al. [39] study the feasibility of
accelerating the mathematical primitives used in RSA
encryption. They use OpenGL and render the application into
a graphics application and report up to 3x speedup. Moreover,
recently exploiting GPUs to accelerate security operations
was adopted in few security products, including Kaspersky
antivirus [40] and Elcomsoft password recovery software
[41].
Our study is different from the above studies in two ways.
First, unlike the previous studies that focus on accelerating
standalone primitives, we evaluate the viability of exploiting
the GPU computational power in the context of a complete
system design. Second, the hashing primitives we focus on
are data-intensive with a ratio of computation to input data
size of at least one order of magnitude lower than in previous
studies.

7. CONCLUSIONS
At a high level of abstraction, computing system design is a
multi-dimensional constraint optimization problem: designers
have at hand various components that offer different cost-toperformance characteristics as well as the techniques to put
these components together. These techniques have their own
overheads that lead to performance tradeoffs and new
limitations. In this context, a system designer optimizes for
key success metrics (such as latency, throughput, storage
footprint, and data durability) within specific constraints (such
as cost and availability).
Historically, the unit costs for raw storage, computation,

or network transfers have evolved largely in sync. Recently,
however, massively multi core commodity hardware (such as
GPUs) holds the promise of a sharp, one order of magnitude,
drop in computation costs. This drop in the cost of
computation, as any order-of-magnitude drop in the cost per
unit of performance for a class of system components, triggers
the opportunity to redesign systems and to explore new ways
to engineer them to recalibrate the cost-to-performance
relation.
This study demonstrates the feasibility of exploiting GPU
computational power to support distributed storage systems,
by accelerating popular compute-intensive primitives. We
prototyped a storage system capable of harvesting GPU
power, and evaluated it under two system configurations: as a
content addressable storage system and as a traditional system
that uses hashing to preserve data integrity. Further, we
evaluated the impact of offloading to the GPU on competing
applications’ performance, and the impact of competing
applications on the storage system performance. Our results
show that this technique can bring tangible performance gains
enabling close to optimal system performance under the set of
workloads and configurations we considered without
negatively impacting the performance of concurrently running
applications.
Whereas we have effectively demonstrated the feasibility
of tapping into GPUs computational power to accelerate
compute-intensive storage system primitives, we view this
effort as a first step towards the larger goal of understanding
how we can use heterogeneous multicore processors for
independent system-level enhancements rather than
application-level speedups.
We note that future single-chip massively multicore
processors will likely be similar to our experimental platform
along two directions: they will be heterogeneous (e.g., include
different cores with different execution models, SIMD vs.
MIMD) and will offer complex application manageable
memory hierarchies. In this context performance gains can
only be obtained by careful orchestration of data transfers,
data placement, and task allocation. Our experience with a
combination of parallel hashing on a GPU, optimized memory
handling, and task scheduling leads us to believe that these
goals can be effectively be mapped to independent abstraction
layers.
An ongoing exploration is extending the storage system
prototype to support variable-size blocks (and thus support the
use of techniques based on content-based block boundaries).
Our results suggest that we can unleash the benefits of this
mechanism (i.e., much better similarity detection rates)
without introducing a system bottleneck.
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